Abstract-This is a theoretical, modeling, and algorithmic paper about the spatial aspect of brain-like information processing, modeled by the developmental network (DN) model. The new brain architecture allows the external environment (including teachers) to interact with the sensory ends and the motor ends of the skullclosed brain through development. It does not allow the human programmer to hand-pick extra-body concepts or to handcraft the concept boundaries inside the brain . Mathematically, the brain spatial processing performs real-time mapping from to , through network updates, where the contents of all emerge from experience. Using its limited resource, the brain does increasingly better through experience. A new principle is that the effector ends serve as hubs for concept learning and abstraction. The effector ends serve also as input and the sensory ends serve also as output. As DN embodiments, the Where-What Networks (WWNs) present three major function novelties-new concept abstraction, concept as emergent goals, and goal-directed perception. The WWN series appears to be the first general purpose emergent systems for detecting and recognizing multiple objects in complex backgrounds. Among others, the most significant new mechanism is general-purpose top-down attention.
(AI) [54] , [69] , [71] employ symbolic representations to model cognitive systems, assuming a restricted domain. Symbolic models assume that there is a one-to-one correspondence between each handpicked symbol and meanings in the minds of human domain experts. Each symbol has only a unique meaning (or a unique set of meanings) and each meaning has a unique symbol (or a unique set of symbols). Because of this symbol use, cognitive system modelers use "skull-open" approaches in which the central controller is in the outside human designer. The human designer defines each internal module using a symbolic meaning, designs, or train each module separately, and then manually links related modules.
A skull-open approach might use handpicked symbols for the extra-body concepts to assign roles for a brain region. For example, a "V1" module is designed to detect oriented edges, and an "hippocampus" module is designed to detect "Jennifer Aniston", "Mother Teresa," and the Pythagorean theorem (see Koch [42] ). However, as we will see below from the developmental networks (DN), no internal neuron alone represents the pure meaning of any extra-body concept: 1) the firing of an internal neuron does not report exactly the presence of an extra-body concept; 2) many other internal neurons fire in the presence of the same extra-body concept; 3) furthermore, the firing of an internal neuron depends on not only its bottom-up match (sensory feature), but also its top-down match (e.g., top-down attention), its lateral match, and its competition with many other neurons. Therefore, any skull-open approach to understanding the brain is flawed.
In principle, such handcrafting symbols are inconsistent with autonomous development of brain-mind functions, as argued by Weng et al. [100] and is intractable for muddy tasks discussed in Weng [89] . It is a root reason for the system's high brittleness-the resulting systems are brittle in dealing with real environments over their lifetimes, since the task-aware human controller has already left the system, but the system itself cannot guarantee that the human controller's domain restrictions are all met during all of its operations. Weng and Chen [95] argued that this is because of the absence of an applicability checker with symbolic approaches. Such systems are not able to learn (develop) autonomously from the real physical world, with or without human supervision. The contents of any set of task-specific, handcrafted symbolic concepts are static, and so are the boundaries between the concept modules.
The high brittleness of symbolic systems seems mainly due to the static symbolic design in conjunction with a lack of full domain ontology. Ontology is interpreted in AI as formal representation of knowledge as a set of concepts within a domain, and the relationships between those concepts. A human child, or even an adult, does not have such a full domain ontology, but he is not that brittle. 
B. Emergent Representations: Skull-Closed
In contrast, using a skull-closed autonomous development approach, the developmental program (DP) that implicitly regulates internal self-organization is task-nonspecific and autonomous. Such a developmental network does not need an applicability checker. A developmental agent is not perfect in a new environment, or for a new task, but it autonomously learns to become better for what it does until its limited resources have been optimized for what it does.
The brain is skull-closed during learning-its internal representations are not directly manipulatable by external human teachers. It has been proposed that each developing brain learns through grounded, autonomous interactions with the environment [10] , [21] , [61] , [63] , [93] , [100] . But what regulates the brain's development and what characterizes the development? How does the brain generate and self-organize internal representations and operate fully autonomously with its skull fully closed? How does the brain learn concepts one after another incrementally, including concepts that the ancestors are not aware of? The theory about the spatial aspects of brain information processing presented here provides some attempts, although the theory does not mean to completely answer these questions.
C. Functional Novelty of the Paper
This work presents a general-purpose architecture and model for brain-like spatial processing, with its major advances summarized in Table I , where the major new contributions are listed in the last three columns. The temporal aspect of this brain-like processing model will appear elsewhere. The DNs, also called epigenetic developer (ED) networks, were proposed by Weng [90] as a simplified brain-mind model that incorporates five concept chunks. The Where-What Network (WWN) [39] will be presented as an example of a DN. In the WWN, a motor zone [type motor (TM) area] is used to teach a type concept and another motor zone [location motor (LM) area] is used to teach a location concept. However, any other learnable concepts can be taught to a DN, at least in principle.
The new contributions of this work are as follows. 1) New-Concept Abstraction: Concept abstraction in spatial processing corresponds to the extraction of the abstract concept, which is independent of particular instances. However, since each instance is associated with particular values of multiple concepts (e.g., a particular type and a particular location), abstraction for concept C (e.g., type concept) should be invariant to all other related concepts (e.g., location), at least for all cases where these concepts are applicable. For example, assume a WWN has learned two concept categories: location and type. Location concept abstraction in output means that the outputs from the LM area of the WWN have a certain location specificity with invariance to all types. Type concept abstraction in output means that the outputs from the TM area of the WWN have a certain type specificity with invariance to all locations. Now, for new concepts to emerge and reach this level of abstraction requires three conjunctive conditions. 1) Each possible concept is not handcrafted during the programming time, and therefore a symbolic representation is ruled out.
2) The teachers tolerate certain variability in the motor port (e.g., an action such as raising the index finger can be slightly different each time as long as other humans can agree which finger is raised). 3) A mechanism for invariance of the new concept to all other related concepts (e.g., the type concept is invariant to other concepts, such as location, viewing angle, object scale [78] , etc.), subject to the richness of the experience. Earlier networks, such as Cresceptron [94] , do not have general-purpose mechanisms to deal with specificity and invariance because it uses a built-in invariance (e.g., the built-in shift invariance in Cresceptron means that it cannot learn to report location distortions such as facial expressions).
2) Concepts as Emerging Goals: : The term "goal" in this paper is a task-specific term as a special case of a general brain mechanism: spatio-temporal context. Recall that the DP of the brain is not task-specific. However, "goal" is a task-specific concept of the external environment. Thus, "goal" must not be part of the DP. A goal is a spatio-temporal context that emerges in the motor area and is used as a top-down signal (e.g., to control the next focus of attention in the WWN). Another term might fit a particular task better, such as intent, objective, action, target, type-to-search-for, location-to-attend, cognitivestate, or action-state. Interestingly, human language has these rich terms but they seem to correspond to the same top-down brain mechanism.
"Concepts as emerging goals" requires at least six conjunctive conditions. 1) New-concept abstraction (see Section I-C1).
2) Top-down effectively influences the operation of all the related elements in earlier processing streams. 3) Rich concept possibility because a goal should represent a goal of any learnable practical task. 4) Emergent goal is from an interactive experience, instead of constantly imposed (as with the IBM Deep Blue [35] for computer chess or IBM Watson for the Jeopardy game). 5) Dynamic is a change in real time depending on real-time experience. 6) For all long-term, short-term, and immediate goals, a goal emerges in the motor area that causes the brain to recursively recall the next immediate goal in the motor area. For a short-term goal (e.g., reaching for an apple), the next goal can be more immediate (e.g., lifting an arm) or less immediate (e.g., eating the apple). For a long-term goal (e.g., achieving a doctorate degree), the next action can also be immediate (e.g., concentrating on reading this paper) or less immediate (e.g., getting a more interesting job). Existing networks (e.g., [34] , [36] , and [94] ) do not have a clear way to dynamically achieve emerging goals. Although Cresceptron 1997 [94] , has a separate (not concurrent) top-down computation pass, it cannot generate a location goal because of its built-in location invariance.
3) Goal-Directed Perception: This perception requires three conjunctive conditions: 1) Goal emergence. 2) Preference: the goal biases are the corresponding perception of the sensory input. The sensory elements that are correlated with the current goal are more likely to contribute to the next action. 3) Relativeness: the sensory elements that are not correlated with the goals are suppressed. Existing self-organizing networks (e.g., [65] , [94] ) do not have a clear way to deal with a goal-directed perception for sensory inputs (e.g., natural but complex backgrounds), which have highly structured but irrelevant parts.
D. Mechanistic Novelty of the Paper
First, it was found that not only the sensory ends, but also the effector ends of a brain must also be memory query ports. This new mechanism is inspired by the neural anatomy of the brain, as is well known in neuroscience, but has been challenging for researchers to understand in computational neuroscience, cognitive science, neural networks, computer science, and electrical engineering. This has been a challenge because there is a lack of understanding regarding spatial representations in the brain.
Second, a new theory is reported here about a brain's internal spatial representation known as the hextuple representation. In particular, a neuron in the brain has not only a receptive field and a projective field, but also six fields because we must consider 1) motor area as an input, 2) the sensory area as an output, and 3) other neurons in the same areas as both input and output. The new, cortex-inspired hextuple representation introduced here indicates that the "much in-between" (internal representations) integrates bottom-up (sensory), lateral (other features), and top-down (motor) inputs. Furthermore, the integration is not static.
Third, the internal active representations at any time are as follows:
• emergent: generated from experience;
• selective: linked with related components only;
• dynamic: quickly switches active neurons;
• distributed: no single neuron represents any pure meaning of the extra-body concepts; • interactive: almost no neuron is irrelevant to top-down processing based on action (e.g., verbal, manipulatory, internal attention, and internal glands) Fourth, the internal representations can be mathematically (and rigorously) modeled and understood. We establish 1) the perfect motor output theorem, 2) the square-like tiling theorem, and 3) the top-down effect theorem. We also show that symbolic representation is intractable because the number of required symbols is exponential in the number of concepts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Based on the literature in biology, neuroscience, and psychology, Section II provides new, integrated insights into the brain-mind. Section III presents the general-purpose architecture and the representation of cortex-like processing. Section IV discusses the experiments with a variety of different networks using the theory and the method presented here. A comparative discussion regarding existing models is presented in Section V. Section VI concludes with a discussion.
II. PERSPECTIVES FOR BRAIN-MIND
The "mind" is what the brain does. The word "brain-mind" stresses tight integration of the brain and the mind. In this section, we provide some perspectives from biology, neuroscience, and psychology, which was the motivation behind this work.
A. The Brain is First a Developer: Cell-Centered
The brain is developing along with the body from conception (a single-cell zygote), to fetus, to birth, to infancy, to adulthood, and through active sensorimotor experiences. This developmental process depends heavily on interactions among neighboring cells as well as the locally and remotely connected cells, while the entire process is regulated by the genome in the nucleus of every cell [29] , [62] .
Cell-autonomous interactions determine the representations and functions of different areas of the brain [5] , [8] , [14] , [83] . The brain's internal representation is not totally innate. It is a compounding result of the genome and the experience. As researchers have argued, instead of modeling the extremely complex brain (end result of development) directly, it is more systematic and easier to model the functional equivalence of its developmental program (i.e., genome) and the process of autonomous brain development [2] , [21] , [63] , [94] , [96] , [100] .
Then, how can cell-autonomous interactions take place? The genetic equivalence principle [62] indicates that the genetic information in the nucleus of every cell is sufficient to regulate the development of a single cell into an adult having 100 trillion cells and the brain with 100 billion cells. Weng et al. [99] proposed that this principle indicates that development is cell-centered (every cell is autonomous through the development, while interacting with its environment formed by other cells and the external environment).
This cell-centered development includes the body development (development from a single cell to an adult body) and brain-mind development (connections and modifications of synapses in the brain). In AMD, we mainly concentrate on brain-mind development, although body development is closely related.
Weng et al. [99] further argue that this cell-centered property of development implies that learning is in-place, that every cell is responsible for its own learning, and there is no extracellular learning mechanism that is dedicated to the cell. As explained in [99] , this "in-place" concept is more precise than the conventional "local" concept in Euclidean distance. This is because a neural connection is not local (can be as long as over a meter), and "local" does not mean that the learning model requires an extracellular mechanism (e.g., taking partial derivative for the input of each neuron as required by error back-propagation networks). Furthermore, there is no extracellular mechanism to compute the correlation matrix of the input vector of each cell.
B. Implication of Genomic Equivalence
This cell-centered property of biological development discussed above is supported further by a deeper property of the genome.
The genomic equivalence principle [62] (dramatically demonstrated by mammal cloning) has shown that the genome in the nucleus of any somatic cell (i.e., any cell that forms the body) carries the complete genetic information for normal development (in typical ecological environments) from a single cell to an adult body having 100 trillion cells. This suggests that the basic, autonomous units of the brain development (and learning) are individual cells. Based on its genetic and cellular properties, each cell interacts with other cells during its development, including mitosis, differentiation, migration, growth of dendrites and axons, connection, synaptic adaptation and response generation. Many brain cells autonomously interact to form tissues, cortex, and areas [62] , [83] . Thus, for the DP of DN, we should focus on cell mechanisms. Other multi-cell properties and capabilities are emergent.
The genomic equivalence principle implies that indeed there is no central controller for brain computation or brain learning.
For artificial developmental agents, by " without an internal central controller," we mean that no human programmer after knowing and understanding each task to be taught, is permitted to get into the "skull" to handcraft task-specific representations (e.g., symbolic representations or task-specific connectionist representations).
C. Biological Versus Behavioral Evidence
In addition to the above architectural implication, biology and neuroscience of development can provide detailed information about development, complementary to behavior studies.
For example, studies in developmental psychology have provided convincing evidence that the development of visual capabilities require extensive experience [10] , [12] , [18] , [28] , [29] . However, many psychological studies rely on observing the stimuli dependent behaviors from humans and higher animals, instead of directly studying the biological mechanisms inside the brain. Therefore, results from such studies are not sufficient for understanding the brain-mind because of their lack of modeling the causal processes inside the brain.
For example, based on behavior studies, Susan Carey 2011 [11] interpreted that "a representational capacity is innate." Such a statement lacks a deeper biological account, giving an illusion that the zygote totally determines the new born brain.
Biologically, all phenotypes, except the zygote that defines the new life, seem not totally innate, since they are all emergent from the first cell zygote and dependent on experience (e.g., bad experience can stop the first mitosis from the zygote). Carey's interpretation is inconsistent with mounting evidence in developmental neuroscience. Prenatally in the womb, a vast amount of sensory (spontaneous and from the womb) and motor experience (e.g., kicking in the womb) is necessary for the brain to wire and generate signal-statistics dependent representation at birth (see, e.g., [26] , [30] , [47] , [57] ). The same is also true after the birth as soon as the baby opens his eyes.
D. Conventional Networks and Lack Thereof
One may doubt that simulating biological and neuroscience phenomena is sufficient to give rise to complex mind. This is indeed a major question that the conventional neural networks need to answer.
Although many basic models for artificial neural networks are inspired by neuron-like computations and use emergent representations, a large gap exists. Existing, purely numeric connectionist approaches (neural networks) are deficient in their abilities to abstract well as correctly criticized 20 years ago by Minsky 1991 [54] . (This is also stated by Michael I. Jordan at the David Rumelhart Memorial Plenary Talk IJCNN 2011.)
For example, conventional artificial neural networks are not well suited for goal-directed search (which symbolic methods do using handcrafted symbols) and goal-directed perception (which symbolic methods do using handcrafted object models, 3D, or appearance based, in almost all published pattern recognition and computer vision methods). Minsky [54] argued that connectionist approaches are bottom-up (e.g., from pixels, in fact, grounded) and symbolic approaches are top-down (in fact, from human handcrafted abstract concepts, not machine abstracted). Between the concrete (e.g., an edge or an edge grouping) and the abstract (e.g., goal and decision), "much in-between" is missing. This paper intends to show that this "much in-between" is something like the autonomously developed internal (i.e., inside the brain skull) representations inside the WWN.
E. Symbols vs. Grounding
Before we deal with the network abstraction issue, let us consider why we argue that symbols are abstracted by humans.
From the cortex-like processing architecture and representation below, we will see that true meanings of the physical world lie in the spatiotemporal association of sensory and effector information experienced by a grounded developmental agent (brain or network), not necessarily in any computerized symbol.
Symbols are invented by humans to communicate among them, handwritten, said, typed, and manually signed. None of them has a form like a computerized symbol (e.g., the ASCII code of a word).
In fact, any form of a symbol is meaningless unless a human senses it in a grounded way (e.g., sees the visual image of a handwritten word or hears the sound of the word) whose sensation well matches his own grounded and memorized sensorimotor experience in the past.
A computer system that takes symbolic inputs (e.g., the ASCII code) is not grounded in the physical world without a human between it and the physical world. For example, it requires the human to detect, attend, and recognize a foreground object from a cluttered and complex background scene and provide the ASCII code of the object. Likewise, a symbolic output from a computer system is meaningless without a human reading it. Thus, a system that takes only symbolic inputs and outputs is not able to directly interact with the physical world without a human in between.
Therefore, an autonomous mental development (AMD) system must directly interact with the physical world to develop, if the development is truly autonomous-without a human in between. A simulated physical world is fine for simulation but one must be aware that a simulated physical world is not exactly the same as the real physical world.
F. Concepts
Then, how can a neural network abstract in a grounded way-in the physical world? In order words, how does physics give rise to abstract concepts? We need to first discuss what a concept is.
By the definition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary, "concept is an abstract or generic idea generalized from particular instances." The term "concept" in this paper refers to any concept that can be practically learned by a human. "Abstract," by definition means "disassociated with any specific sensed instance." For example, "car" is a concept, but the "car" concept is disassociated with any particular kind of car, sedan, SUV, van, etc.
Since a concept can refer to different "levels" of meanings, almost any word and phrases in a human language can be a concept.
To give a sense of how varied a concept can be, here are 22 examples of concepts: object type, horizontal direction, vertical direction, apparent scale on the retina, distance, physical size, viewing angle, material, weight, surface texture, surface color, surface reflectance, temperature, deformability, lighting direction, lighting color, lighting uniformity, usage, purpose, ownership, price, horizontal relationship between two entities. Each concept has concept values which themselves can be concepts. For example, task is a concept; while reading, eating, and sleeping are its three values (or subtasks, but subtask is a concept). Features (e.g., need humans) and properties (e.g., noble) involved in all tasks are also concepts. Among task, feature and property, it is hard to say which is "high" and which is "low." Therefore, concepts are not necessarily always hierarchical.
To model autonomous development, a human programmer should not handcraft concepts and their relationships. Concepts and their relationships emerge in the brain through interactions between the brain and its external environments (body and extra-body environment).
G. Representation of Concepts
Any human-communicable concept is explained either through verbal actions (i.e., say it) or limb actions (e.g., write it down, or sign it in the American Sign Language).
Some cognitive scientists (e.g., Reber et al. 1980 [66] and Sun et al. 2005 [80] ) believe that humans have two types of concepts (or knowledge): 1) explicit, declarative, or verbal (those for which we have a clear language term, such as type "cat"); and 2) implicit, procedural, or nonverbal. (those we do not have a clear language term, such as skills of pointing to an object, dancing or singing). We propose that they correspond to two types of effector behaviors: 1) explicit concepts correspond to actions for which human have developed clear linguistic terms; and 2) implicit concepts correspond to actions for which human have not developed clear linguistic terms (e.g., subtle moves during dancing). Therefore, the studies of those cognitive scientists are consistent with our proposal:
Any concept can be represented at, and communicated through, the exposed effector end.
This proposal does not mean that internal representations do not represent concepts. They do. However, they are secondary for concepts, since they are emergent from the sensory ends and the effector ends (including prenatal development). In our DN theory below, we will see that internal representations are not necessarily more "abstract" than the representation at the effector ends.
H. Conceptual Perspectives
With the above perspectives, we are ready to discuss a few details.
First, there are no input and output symbols for the brain. We note that the brain does not input and output any computer symbol used in our symbolic cognitive science and AI systems, since the brain cannot guarantee the one-to-one correspondence. For example, all retina images of an object are different and all utterances of a word have different waveforms. Similarly, a brain produces muscle images, where each action is represented by at least slightly different muscle images each time. Such variation is also assumed for WWNs.
Second, effectors are subject to calibration. Although the brain is skull-closed, its sensory ends (e.g., retina, cochlea, and their subparts) and effector ends (e.g., muscles, glands and their subparts) are open to the brain's external environment (outside the brain, including the body). The teacher calibrates the actions from WWN through interactions.
Third, a numeric effector sequence can represent all practically possible brain outputs (muscles and glands). As we discussed, cognitive scientists argued that there are two types of memory, skills, and learning. The first type is explicit. The second type is implicit. However, the distinction between these two types is superficial if we consider muscles. For example, the muscle implicit procedure in the vocal track can pronounce any explicit declarative words. Therefore, there is in fact no fundamental difference between the above two types as the brain is concerned: They are all muscle contractions. Therefore, the WWN model here is general purpose, since it can drive artificial muscles and glands.
Fourth, the existing dorsal and ventral account misses their functional causality-motor. Since Mishkin et al. 1983 [55] discovered, through their brain lesion studies, that the dorsal stream and ventral stream are correlated to, respectively, space ("where") and object ("what"), Goodale and Milner 1992 [31] further refined to "how" and "what." Some experimental studies [16] , [23] , [25] reported and modeled the connections of these two pathways. However, the dorsal and ventral streams experiments and models missed a major representational causality -motor signals from and to the frontal cortex [13, e.g., Fig.7 ], as modeled, as far as we know first, by the WWN-1 work of Ji and Weng 2008 [39] . The WWN scheme goes beyond the traditional ventral and dorsal streams by including the motor areas-which are one of the two causalities (sensor and effector) of internal representations as explained below.
Fifth, behaviors are primary for the brain. Under the pressure of evolutionary competition, at any stage of development, the brain, with a limited resource, must produce in a timely manner context-aware behaviors that are aligned with its developmental stage. Thus, generating competition-required behaviors is the primary purpose of brain's internal representations, not for easier human programmer's understanding or intuitive computer visualization. For example, the brain does not seem to build an internal symbolic representation although it allows intuitive computer visualization.
Sixth, a basic hypothesis, waiting for further biological verifications, of this theory is that the basic biological DP mechanisms are similar across a wide variety of brains-from mammals to humans-and across different parts of the brain. Different brains are not the same and different brain areas are not same; but this does not mean that their developmental mechanisms are very different. Such similarities across different brain areas are well accepted in neuroscience (e.g., different areas in the cerebral cortex all have the similar six-layer laminar structure [40] ). The differences in brain sizes, bodies, and environments seem to play a major role in functional differences from mammals to humans. Computationally, this hypothesis is supported by two aspects, representation and completeness. In terms of representation, Weng 2012 [92] argued that any partition of brain areas into zones of extra-body concepts corresponds to a symbolic representation, which seems not what the brain uses. In terms of completeness, the theoretical results in Weng 2011 [91] established that the network-wise uniform DP of a generative DN (DGN) is sufficient to learn any complex Finite Automaton (FA), incrementally, immediately, and error-free, but grounded in the physical world, without using any handcrafted symbolic representations like the FA.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the brain at four scales-from global to local-brain, cortex, layer, and neuron.
I. Brain Scale: Cortex Seems General Purpose
Regulated by the genome, the cerebral cortex develops a processing hierarchy [40] through extensive experience. Before we describe WWN at different scales of the hierarchy, we outline different scales of this hierarchy.
At the brain scale, the cortex is organized as pathways, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each sensing modality (visual, auditory, touch, etc.) corresponds to different sensory pathways, which may not be single in the cortex as shown in Fig. 1 . Each of these pathways occupies different cortical areas before converging to the frontal cortex where they are integrated and linked with the motor pathways.
Our developmental model indicates that the motor area (i.e., it represents actions) is the main hub for multimodal integration. For example, the feature neurons in the visual area for visual "car" stimuli and the feature neurons in the auditory area for auditory "car" stimuli should all link to the same action in the motor area by the Hebbian learning mechanism-the action of pronouncing "car" by the agent itself (mirror neurons), as illustrated in Fig. 5 later.
The correlation between visual features and the auditory features exists. Such correlations are represented by multi-modal feature areas in the brain but such areas are found to be relatively small. This seems due to the fact that such correlations are likely not as strong as feature-and-action correlations. Many sensory features lead to the same action but many sensory features do not often occur at the same time.
Therefore, each sensory pathway consists of a network of cortical areas, but they converge into motor areas. Neurons in early cortical areas have smaller receptive fields than those in later areas. But the neurons in the motor area has the largest receptive fields. The motor area appears the largest multimodal area in the brain.
Computationally, the WWN model indicates that each pathway has the following characteristics.
1) Brain Processing From Two Signal Sources: Sensor and Effector:
The brain faces a major challenge. It does not have the luxury of having a human teacher to implant symbols into it as its skull is closed. Thus, it must generate internal representations from the two signal sources: the sensors and the effectors (motors).
Thus, the brain can be modeled as a highly recurrent regressor which maps sensory input-output and motor input-output using its current memory to the updated version . The two-way connections to the effector enables the brain to not only control the effector, but also to learn from the actions that are either generated externally or internally. The external generation takes place when, e.g., a child learns passively while the teacher directly guides his hand. The internal generation occurs when, e.g., the brain is practicing.
The output from the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) to sensory source (retina) does not exist in primate, but this is not always so with other lower animals. The output to an early sensory area is useful for attention and reduction of noise and motion blur. Unlike some other emergent models discussed in Section V, we consider that the purpose of attention is to generate desired behaviors, not to reconstruct images. The lack of connection from LGN to retina in the primate central nervous system seems to support this perspective.
2) Top-Down Input Corresponds to Both Top-Down Attention and Context:
The top-down input reflects the status of the motor (e.g., wants cars or pedestrians) which enhances the response of the best-matched neurons. This information reflects both attention (in terms of enhancing response) and top-down context (in terms of immediate goal). Further, the duration of such a top-down context is variable, depending on how long the object in the sensory input has been present and attended.
3
) Bottom-Up Input Corresponds to Both Bottom-Up Saliency and Feature Match:
The bottom-up input reflects the detected features that have survived competition. The competition includes both goodness of bottom-up match (as the inner product of input and weights) and the effect of top-down attention in the past. That is, they are reflected as bottom-up saliency this time-the more often attended in the past the more neurons are recruited for representing the same range of features and, thus, the better the bottom-up match.
4) Cross Modality Plasticity: Sur et al. [82] showed that the extensive sectioning (i.e., cutting) of the ascending auditory inputs from the inferior colliculus (from the ears) into the Medial Geniculate Nucleus (MGN) of the default auditory pathway of the newly born ferret causes retinal projections (visual sensory nerves) to innervate (i.e., axons grow into) the now "job less" MGN. This is equivalent to altering the source of bottom-up area (called ) of the auditory from the normal auditory source to the visual source. Interestingly, Sharma, Angelucci & Sur [74] showed that the rewired auditory cortex displayed visual orientation map similar to V1, but less orderly. This biological work indicates that a cortical area can emerge (i.e., develop) to work for very differently signal sources, normally auditory but now visual.
5) A Brain Area as General-Purpose Learning:
The crossmodality plasticity is unlikely restricted only to the auditory pathway. Different cortical areas have shown other similar plasticity properties [21, pp. 270-283] , [83] . When we talk about a subarea in the brain , we use , , and , where the bridge has its two banks and . When we talk about brain , we use , and , as a special case of , , and . We predict that each brain area is a general purpose "bridge" that develops to predict the signals in both "banks" and . By general purpose, we do not mean that there is no genetically modulated predisposition, such as the default neuronal resource. Yes, this "bridge" is two-way. Although one can call to be bottom (sensory) and top (motor), this is not always necessary. For example, the Lateral Intraparietal Cortex (LIP) links the dorsal and ventral pathways for which it is not necessary to tell which is bottom and which is top. In our model, and are largely treated symmetrically by .
J. Cortex Scale: Prescreening Before Integration
Every cortical area has six laminar layers, regardless of its function. Layer L1 is the superficial layer and layer L6 is the deepest layer. Weng et al. 2008 [99] reasoned that L4 and L2/3 are two feature detection layers with L5 assisting L2/3 and L6 assisting L4, in the sense of enabling long-range lateral inhibition. Such long-range inhibitions enable different neurons to detect different features.
The DN model was informed by the work of Felleman & Van Essen [25] , Callaway and coworkers [9] , [105] and others (e.g., [33] ). There are no top-down connections from L2/3 to L4, indicating that L4 uses unsupervised learning (U), competition among bottom-up components. L2/3 features are supervised (S) as the survived bottom-up features in and survived top-down features in integrate in L2/3 to generate the bridge representation for . Weng et al. 2008 [99] reported that such a paired hierarchy USUS led to better recognition rates than the unpaired SSSS alternative. An important function of such paired cortical layer is to prescreen bottom-up features to only allow top-match neurons to fire so that top-down input does not hallucinate very weak or absent bottom-up features.
To simplify our following discussion, we will omit the prescreening layers and simply model each cortex area as a single layer that directly integrates the bottom-up and top-down flows.
K. Layer Scale: Lobe Component Analysis
As discussed above, each cortical area has two feature layers, L4 and L2/3. The layer here means a feature layer, either L4 assisted by L5 or L2/3 assisted by L6.
1) Two Conflicting Criteria and Working and Long-Term Memory:
Each cortical area faces two conflicting criteria that many neural networks face: fast adaptation of working memory and large stable long-term memory in the same cortical layer.
2) LCA: Dual Optimality: The above problem is resolved by distinguishing related memory from unrelated ones. The sparse coding principle (Olshaushen and Field 1996 [59] ) allows only few neurons to fire. Those firing neurons correspond to best matched filters for the current neuronal input and are considered the working memory for the current input. Other neurons in the layer are long-term memory for the current input. Therefore, the role of working memory and long-term memory is dynamic. The inhibition in each feature layer is assisted by the corresponding assistant layer. This working memory and long-term memory model published in Weng and Luciw [97] is different from typical psychological explanations. Rather, our model is based on cortical anatomy.
Different from Olshaushen and Field 1996 [59] who considered sparse coding as a part of their objective function, we consider sparse coding as a result from neuro-anatomically observed lateral inhibitory connections, which suppress the firing of all irrelevant long term memory neurons for this cortical context.
We have developed a model called Candid Incremental Covariance-free (CCI) LCA [97] , [101] ). Mathematically, a lobe component is the first principal component of a region in the random input space that the neuron belongs to, assigned through neuronal competition. This model has a dual optimality: (1) Best representation for space-the smallest average error in the sense of the principal component. That is, the least average error for the cortex to represent the cortical input using a limited number of feature neurons. Equation (2) Best estimation of representation through different learning times-the smallest average error from the starting time (the birth of DN) up to the The weight is the frequency of presynaptic cofiring when the postsynaptic neuron fires. Within each cortical area, each neuron connects with highly correlated neurons using excitatory connections but connect with highly anticorrelated neurons using inhibitory connections. This forces neurons in the same area to detect different features in SRF and MRF. These developmental mechanisms result in the shown connections. Every neuron is location-specific and type-specific, corresponding to an object type (marked by its color) and to a location block (2 2 each). Each LM neuron is location-specific and type-invariant (more invariance, e.g., lighting-direction invariance, in more mature WWNs). Each TM neuron is type-specific and location-invariant (more invariance in more mature SWWs). Each motor neuron pulls all applicable cases from . It also top-down boosts all applicable cases in as top-down context. A two-way arrow means two one-way connections, whose two synapses are generally not the same. All the connections within the same area are omitted for clarity. All LM and TM neurons have global SEFs. current time, among all the possible estimators, under some regularity conditions.
L. Neuronal Scale: In-Place Learning
Although the above dual optimality is described at the layer scale because of the neuronal interactions, the learning must be performed in-place by each neuron, without requiring any extracellular mechanisms. The above spatial optimality (1) gives the Hebbian increment direction. The above temporal optimality (2) gives the best step size.
The step size of each neuron depends on the individual firing age of the neuron. The CCI LCA [101] optimal step size scheduling requires that every neuron to have a self-stored age and age-dependent plasticity schedule. Thus, every neuron in a layer has a different automatically determined (optimal) learning rate.
III. NETWORK MODEL
When you speak, do your muscle activities shape your brain's thinking? Due to the top-down connections from your motor areas, WWNs indicate that they do.
As we discussed earlier, we consider a general purpose area , which is connected with its sensory area and its motor area , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The order of areas from low to high is .
A. Area Function
During "prenatal" learning, the neurons of in need to initialize their synaptic vectors and the firing ages . Each synaptic vector is initialized using the input pair , consisting of the bottom-up input and the top-down input , , at the first time instances. Each firing age is initialized to be zero, . After "birth," at each time instant, each area computes its response from its input based on its adaptive part and its current response , regulated by the attention vector and updates to where is the area function described below. The attention supervision vector , having the same dimension as , is used to softly avoid the area from excessively learning background. In our simulation, it suppresses all the neurons to zeros except ones centered at the correct object location. Biologically, the vector is driven by other connected brain areas and is not very accurate during early ages, as a child does learn something from backgrounds. This need for the soft internal attention vector is expected to be removed in future more powerful modeling of brain-like development.
The area can be any of the areas . The sensory area and the motor area also compute and update in this unified way. But does not have bottom-up input and does not have top-down input since they are nerve terminals. Receptors and muscles are nerve terminals.
B. Hextuple Fields of Each Neuron
It is known that each neuron in an early cortex has a (classical) receptive field (RF), corresponding to a field in the retina. The effective field (EF) of a neuron is the scope of its effect on the motor ends-the 3-D array of muscle elements over the body, called "muxels" here for short. We feel that the term "effective" is symmetrical to "receptive," and is different from the term "projective" used by Sejnowsky 2006 [72] to mean downstream targets. The term "projective" does not imply effectors. These two fields, RF and EF, corresponds to bottom-up flows-from pixels to muxels.
It has been documented that each cortical neuron receives three types of connections, bottom-up, top-down and lateral [19] , [25] . Evidence [48] , [67] suggests that multiple representations of an object exist, each specific to either perception (ventral) or action (dorsal). It is known biologically that feedback connections have been widely present in the dorsal and ventral streams [13] , [25] , [41] . They may contribute to illusory contours [33] (e.g., Kanizsa triangle). However, the operational roles of top-down connections are not clear [30] and neither are their representational effect.
To understand internal representation, we introduce that the receptive field (RF) of a neuron should contain three parts: sensory RF (SRF), motor RF (MRF) and lateral RF (LRF), respectively. By "lateral" we mean connections with neurons in the same area that are strongly correlated or anti-correlated, similar to Felleman and Van Essen's sensory and motor hierarchies [25] . The effective field (EF) of each neuron should also include three parts: sensory EF (SEF), motor EF (MEF), and lateral EF (LEF), respectively. Primate LGN does not project back to the retina, which is a special case, indicating that SEFs of later neurons have LGN cells as the highest possible resolution. See Fig. 2 (a) for these six new fields-hextuple fields.
Two neurons are connected if they cofire often (i.e., Hebbian learning). Therefore, for each neuron, three pairs are similar 1 : SRF with SEF, MRF with MEF, and the excitatory parts of LRF and LEF.
To facilitate discussion, we denote as a simple brain in Fig. 2(b) . In general, should include neurons with small and large SRFs. Each neuron with a specific receptive field is responsible for detecting a feature at its specific location with the specific scale.
Not to forget motor areas, we trace the dorsal stream further to the Location Motor (LM) area and the Type Motor (TM) area. LM loosely represents the frontal eye field (FEF) and the arm reaching control area in the premotor and the motor cortices [13] . TM loosely represents the ventral frontal cortex (VFC) and the following verbal control area in the premotor and motor cortices [13] . Therefore, the muxels in LM and TM hubs are "meta" muxels, representing instances of abstract actions. 2 LM and TM roughly correspond to implicit skill and explicit knowledge, respectively, discussed in cognitive science. In our WWN example, we only teach LM to learn two concepts: vertical direction (row) and horizontal direction (column). Likewise, we only teach TM to learn one concept: type. According to our hextuple fields, motor neurons are not only action output ports, but also input ports for the network. Fig. 2 gives an example of the resulting hextuple network representation throughout a WWN which consists of one retina buffer, an internal area , and two motor areas (LM and TM). The amount, richness, and sophistication of its behaviors are limited by the resource available and its experience (e.g., "living" age).
Before discussing how WWN abstracts, we must first see how it computes.
C. Area Computation
For each neuron we need to refer to their input source neurons and output target neurons. Corresponding to SRF, SEF, MRF, MEF, LRF, and LEF of a neuron, we change receptive field (RF) to input neurons (IN) and change effective field (EF) to output neurons (ON) and thus define SIN, SON, MIN, MON, LIN, and LON, respectively, as the hextuple neuronal sets of each neuron.
Thus, the SINs give the components of bottom-up , the LINs the lateral and the MINs the top-down , corresponding to its three parts of weights, , and , respectively. Namely, each SIN corresponds to a component in the vector space , etc.
Each cortical area uses lateral connections to enable its neurons to find their roles. There are two types of lateral connections, inhibitory and excitatory. On one hand, adaptive excitatory connections are extensive at early ages to generate a smooth map to globally cover a rough "terrain" but gradually become selective and local to fit the detail of the "terrain." Highly correlated cells form a clique and they are connected by excitatory connections. On the other hand, adaptive inhibitory connections find highly anticorrelated cells, and therefore they connect cells from different cliques. The major purpose [97] of inhibitory connections is to allow only few best responding neurons (winners) to fire and update, and other neurons (e.g., weakly responding backgrounds) do not fire to distract so that they can also keep their long-term memory intact.
In our LCA model of cortex, lateral inhibitions within area are simulated by the top-competition mechanism, not by actual inhibitory connections, to quickly identify the top winners within each network update. This is especially useful when the software or hardware cannot run fast enough (e.g., update the entire network at 1 kHz or above) to quickly sort out the winner in real time (every 30 ms). In the experiment, we handpicked the value of , assuming that the value is largely gene predispositioned. The adaptive lateral excitation [49] within area can encourage a smooth representation in early development and lateral prediction (e.g., edge filling in Kanizsa triangle).
As explained in the sparse coding theory [59] , [97] , it is important that only few top winner neurons in each area fire and update so that those that do not update serve as long term memory for the current context.
Consider an area in . In general, each neuron in has a weight vector , corresponding to the area input , if both bottom-up part and top-down part are applicable to the area. Otherwise, the missing part of the two should be dropped from the notation. Its preaction is the sum of two normalized inner products: (1) where is the unit vector of the normalized synaptic vector , and is a unit vector of the normalized input vector . 3 The inner product measures the degree of match between these two directions and , because where is the angle between two unit vectors and . Consider the area to be , connecting with bottom-up input area and top-down input area . The area with many neurons has a set of cluster centers (2) Each center is the center of the corresponding Voronoi tile in the area's input space . The competition of neurons discussed below means that all the samples in the tile is represented (quantized) by the center. Each center is an instance of co-occurrence which humans generally have no language term (symbol) to correctly identify. Thus, each center is not pure linguistically in any human language-can not be precisely described as the concepts of the external environment in any natural language. This linguistic impurity should be true for all internal neurons inside the brain skull-those neurons that cannot be directly supervised by the external environment.
It is known in electrical engineering that positive feedbacks may cause uncontrollable oscillations and system instability. Lateral reciprocal inhibitory connections require many fast iterations with unpredictable oscillations-an unsolved great challenge faced by the nonlinear control theory and many-cell neurodynamics. Our computational theory for a cortical area, the Lobe Component Analysis (LCA) [97] , uses a top-k mechanism-a highly nonlinear mechanism-to explain that lateral inhibitions enable neurons in each area to sort out top winners within each time step , . Let the weight vector of neuron be , . For simplicity, considering , the single winner neuron is identified by Suppose is sufficiently large and the set of synaptic vectors distributes well (mathematically, the density of the points well approximates the observed probability density in the parallel input space. Then, with a high probability the winner (nearest neighbor) neuron has its both parts match well and 3 In our more recent experiments with much large backgrounds than the ones reported here, we found that it is beneficial to first subtract the means of and from each so that the average "brightness" in and does not affect the inner product. To avoid a zero denominator for a constant vector, each subtracted mean is reduced by the standard deviation of the digital quantization noise.
not counting the lengths of these vectors because of the length (contrast) normalization in . Consider area to be area . We would like to have the response value to approximate the probability for to have as the nearest neighbor. For , only the single winner fires with response value and all other neurons in the area do not fire for . In general , a dynamic scaling function dynamically shifts and scales each pre-action potential so that the top-1 winner has a response value and the th and weaker neurons respond with zeros, avoiding the undesirable effect of any static threshold. The above represents update equations with unknowns in . Without a need to explicitly solve simultaneous equations, each dynamic function 4 depends on values in at time to give the updated response but for the next time . As further discussed below, may be supervised using abstract concepts, such as location and type. However, a few rounds of internal updates using the above computations with neurons quickly blur the linguistic boundaries in the top-down with the concrete bottom-up . This is a computational account about the absence of any handcrafted boundary ("walls") that separate symbolic meanings even if is supervised to represent abstract concepts. That is what we mean by "the brain's internal representation seems not pure linguistically in any human language."
D. Receptive Fields are Selective and Dynamic
Conventionally, a receptive field has been computationally modeled as a more-or-less static field for a sensory neuron (e.g., detecting a feature in the field). The new hextuple concept means that a receptive field is attention-selective and temporally dynamic-a different subpart is active at a different time [27] , depending on top-down attention and the competition in early areas.
RF is conventionally for a sensory neuron, not a motor neuron. However, the SRF of the "pink" motor neuron (e.g., "person" as type-A) in Fig. 2(b) is a union of the overlapping SRFs of all "pink" neurons (e.g., as instances of "person" at different retinal locations). Thus, the SRF of each motor neuron is global, but selective and dynamic, since only a few neurons win to fire at any time. This dynamic, selective SRF explains why each TM neuron is locationally invariant and type specific. Similarly, every LM neuron is type invariant and location specific.
Likewise, an MRF is also selective and dynamic, e.g., different motor actions boost a V1 neuron at different contexts. An MRF is typically disconnected (e.g., each neuron connects one neuron in LM and TM, respectively).
In general, we argue that the brain represents all human communicable concepts through its motor areas as "hubs". Any human communicable concepts can be produced by 4 Suppose and for all . Then , , where the function depends on the ranked values and : , if . It subtracts from the input and divides the difference by so that the response vector of the area has positive components with the maximum value reaching 1. All remaining components in are zeros: for all .
muscle contractions: Verbal concepts can be communicated through muscle languages-written, verbal, sign languages, etc. Nonverbal concepts can be produces through muscle procedures-reaching, grasping and manipulation. Therefore, the motor vector can be taught to represent any concept.
E. Concepts
Weng et al. [100] argued that the genome (developmental) program is body-specific (e.g., sensor-specific and effector specific) but not task-specific. In principle, any language and any concept about the external world can be learned after the programming, subject to available resources. The DP is sensor-specific and body-specific, in the sense that its area is tied to a particular sensor (camera in this case) and its area is tied to a particular type of body effectors (e.g., each motor neuron corresponds to a finger). However, the DP is not task-specific. Of course, each particular WWN regulated by the DP is taskspecific and environment-specific, because each WWN can be trained by a particular sequences of task in a particular social environment. In our experiment, the members of the first society partition all the fingers into two groups, LM and TM. The society uses canonical representation for TM and the rowcolumn representation for LM, as we explained below. However, this is just a particular language in society . Another society may use a different language, not necessarily a canonical one.
Let consists of vector of learned concepts, where each concept variable has possible values from (denoting the set of all integers), represented by neurons in sub-motor area , . In Fig. 2(b) , the WWN has learned concepts, location and type. The location concept has possible values, and the type concept has possible values.
In each subarea, the neuron that has the highest response indicates the output from the sub-area. But the relative contrast among the neurons for the same concept indicates confidence. All the response values from every neuron is normalized to . Consider Fig. 2(b) . represents the 2nd concept type, then means that the type is of class . Thus, the -th neuron in TM have a value 1 and all other neurons in TM are zeros. This type of representation of concept is called canonical representation-each neuron represents a concept value.
Each motor subarea typically specifies a value at any time, but this is not always necessary. When all the neurons in a motor sub-area are all nearly zero, this representation means "do not know" as motor output and "do not care" as motor input. During motor-imposed teaching, we set the corresponding neuron to 1 and all the other motor neurons in the same sub-area to be zero to indicate "absolutely sure".
The concept representation in WWN is emergent, not symbolic. Suppose that every concept variable has the same possible values. Each combination of all concepts corresponds to a motor state. The total number of symbolic states is , exponential in . The possible concepts can be object name (type), row, column, distance, scale, material, weight, color, viewing angle, lighting, relations between objects, etc. For and , , larger than the number of neurons in the human brain. In contrast, the distributed representation in the motor area requires only neurons to represent all possible symbolic states. For and , , instead of . Using numerical parameters such as synaptic weights, an emergent representation can interpolate among an exponentially number of unobserved vectors. This is a great advantage of an emergent representation over a symbolic representation.
F. Learning
The hextuple network representation in Fig. 2 should not be statically handcrafted for three major reasons [21] , [63] , [100] . First, new objects appear through a lifetime. Second, a network needs previously learned skills to autonomously learn more sophisticated skills. Third, handcrafted representations are suboptimal.
All the WWN weights learn through an incremental, interactive "seeing" and often supervised "acting" process. By supervised acting, we mean that the external environment (e.g., teacher) supervises in real time the motor port, which is used as both input and output by the WWN. The network grabs one at a time input pair consisting of bottom-up input , lateral input from the same area (excitatory only) and top-down input to update the area before the next input is grabbed.
Consider area to be . If only partial or none of are available, the network's self-generated values are used (i.e., practice during semisupervision). Simulated pulvinar signals (early attention) allow only neurons in the 3 3 region centered at the correct location to fire and update during training. The exact neuronal location is unknown even during training, since at each location there are fewer neurons than all possible foreground objects and each neuron must report for multiple similar locations. Thus, the SRF of every neuron is contaminated by "leaked-in" background pixels, requiring the top-down representational effect discussed below.
The traditional error back-propagation models [44] , [103] do not consider long-term memory, not suited for development as earlier skills must serve as long term memory for acquisition of later, more sophisticated skills. The LCA [97] not only has a long-term model, but also cast long-term and short-term memory in a dually optimal framework. LCA was compared with some well known methods in [97] . The learning in each area uses the same LCA procedure. LCA is similar to self-organization map (SOM) [43] and LISSOM [53] but it optimally distributes the limited number of neurons of each area optimally in the input space -optimal Hebbian learning, spatially and temporally, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Consider a general area . The spatial optimality of sets up the best target. With a limited number of neurons in each area, the set of all synaptic vectors is . The best representation for each areal input is , whose error is . Note that the quality of the representation , as explained in [97] , is measured as the error of reconstruction from the best matched synaptic vector in but the actual reconstruction is not performed as the synaptic weight vector can not be read. The spatial optimality [97] identifies the theoretically best set that minimizes the expected representation error: . For simplicity, the weight vectors of represented in as small dots define a Voronoi diagram in . The magenta area in indicates the manifold of the distribution of input data, which is typically very sparse in and of a much lower dimension than the apparent dimension of . The spatial optimality of LCA means that the target tiling by the Voronoi diagram in the pink area is optimal to minimize the representation error for . The temporal optimality of LCA means that the neuronal weight of firing neurons must move toward their unknown best target the quickest through out the developmental experience. As illustrated, the updating trajectory of every neuron is a highly nonlinear trajectory. The statistical efficiency theory for neuronal weight update (amnesic average) results in the nearly minimum error in each age-dependent update, meaning that not only the direction of each update is nearly optimal (Hebbian direction), but also every step length fully automatically determined).
The temporal optimality of does the best for at every time through lifetime, by minimizing its expected distance to the best but unknown target . Suppose that the neuron with synaptic vector is the top winner. This temporal optimality [97] leads to not only Hebbian direction but also the best step size , best in terms of the temporal optimality, for every update (3) where and are the optimal learning rate and retention rate, respectively, both depending 5 on the firing age of neuron . See Weng and Luciw [97] for derivation. The real-valued firing age is updated as . For example, a child is staring at a novel car (indicated by pattern A in Fig. 2 ) and his pulvinar suppresses other background sensing neurons as he attends. This leads to the firing of pink neuron in Fig. 2 that best matches the "car" image patch at the correct retina location. At the same time, his mother repeats "car, car," which excites, through child's the auditory 5 The plasticity schedule is probably genetically scheduled. For WWN, gives the optimal step sizes for a fixed distribution of under some regularity conditions. For a practical, slowly changing distribution of due to network's "grow-up", slowly increases from to in the "critical window" of "child " age. when has reached a mature age, e.g., , to maintain an small "adult" plasticity.
stream, the child's motor neurons for pronouncing "car." (This association should have established before since when the child motor pronounced "car," his auditory stream heard his own "car"-cofiring.) This corresponds to the firing between the neuron and the pink motor neuron in TM in Fig. 2 . Their synapse (both-way) is connected with the Hebbian increment where is each active neuron. The learning of LM is analogous.
Let us carefully examine the case of perfect supervision of all the motor neurons. As the car sweeps across the retina against the complex background, the "car" motor neuron in TM is supervised to fire, and the correct location neuron is also supervised to fire. The pulvinar attention signal guarantees that neurons whose receptive field is far from the correct car location are suppressed. So, only neurons whose receptive field roughly coincide with the car region potentially can fire. However, the neuron that actually fires is the one whose weight vector matches the car best. First, consider the synapse from each firing neuron responding to the car at the correct location and the supervised-to-fire "car" motor neuron in TM. The neuron is the presynaptic neuron and the neuron is the postsynaptic neuron. The Hebbian learning uses this cofiring event to strengthen the synaptic weight (e.g., from zero to a nonzero weight). Thus, as the car sweeps across, the "car" neuron in TM automatically connects all the neurons that respond to "car" at different locations. This "car" motor neuron is then "car" specific but location invariant. Similarly, all other type neurons in TM are also type specific and location invariant, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The same principle applies also to every LM neuron. Each location neuron adds connections from neurons responding to different types but at the specific location. This enables every LM neuron to be location specific and type invariant, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Because of the statistical average nature of the optimal Hebbian learning in (3), precise timing of action is helpful (e.g., the eyes attend to the current position of the hand), but is not always necessary. This is because an object will stay for a while. Imposition of an action for a new object does not need to always be aligned with the onset of the relevant visual information. A few second after the onset of the object, an action is supervised (or answer provided) which enables the agent to rehearse the action internally (i.e., speak to itself softly) while it continuously reinforces the object-action association through its Hebbian learning in (3).
On the other hand, it is incorrect to think that interstimuli interval is unimportant. For example, the interstimuli interval between a tone and an air-puff needs to fall within the range from 325 to 550 ms for the classical conditioning to be learned effectively by an animal [32] , [79] .
Suppose in top-competition in the area. Each neuron fires at 1. Then, it can be shown [91] that the above learning expression incrementally updates the synapse as the sample probability for the presynaptic neuron to fire conditioned on that the postsynaptic neuron fires. 6 All "loser" neurons are not updated and their ages do not advance, serving as the long term memory relative to this context . Therefore, the role of each neuron as working-memory or long-term memory is relative and dynamic. If it fires, it is part of the current working memory and updates. Otherwise, it is part of the long term memory. Therefore, forgetting occurs only in the details of the nearest matched memory for "unconscious" refinement of skills.
G. DN Algorithm
The following mechanic algorithm incrementally solves the task-nonspecific, optimal learning problem of the highly nonlinear, highly recurrent DN, with WWN has an embodiment.
Algorithm 1 (DN):
A DN has three areas, , and . is always hidden.
is exposed to the external environment as it connects with sensors. Likewise, is exposed as it is connected with effectors. The internal brain area predicts the responses in two banks two banks and as the bridge. 1) At time , for each area in , initialize its adaptive part and the response vector , where is the synaptic weights and the neuronal ages. 2) At time , for each area in , do the following two steps repeatedly forever: a) Every area computes using area function . (4) where is the unified area function; and are area's bottom and top inputs from current network response , respectively; and is its new response. b) For each area in , replaces: and . If is the sensor port , is always supervised by the external environment. If is the effector port , is supervised only when the teacher chooses too. If the teacher does not supervise , the DN self-supervises (practices). Regardless, is supervised or not, gives motor output if is an effector port.
Instead of considering as the entire internal brain, we can also consider as a subarea of the internal brain, where can be the spinal cord, the hindbrain, the midbrain, the forebrain, or a Brodmann area. The two banks and compute themselves, just like the bridge , while they are partially supervised by other brain areas in addition to .
H. Concept Purity
The sensory space (e.g., an image patch) and the motor space (e.g., a particular action) are both concrete. The brain has only limited choice (e.g., attention) for the sensory space since it consists of projections from the natural world. The brain has more choices for the motor space since evolution has selected effectors that are useful for the agent. We propose that brain attended concepts are expressed through the motor area , since the other exposed end is for sensors only.
Suppose that the area has enough neurons to well sample the sensory space to a sufficient density that is sufficient to distinguish the concept values for the concept space that the network will end up learning (e.g., location and type). Other environmental variations that the concept does not learn need to be sufficiently sampled (e.g., use neurons with different default sizes of receptive field to detect different sizes of foreground object). In other words, for any , every best matched neuron is concept-pure. A neuron (or an area) being concept-pure is different from an area having a crisp concept boundary, because the latter at least implies that some neurons in the region is concept-pure. A neuron that is not concept-pure means when it fires, one of multiple concepts can be true.
Mathematically, a neuron is concept-pure is defined as follows. Let to be the subset of contexts so that the neuron is the winner:
If all the contexts has a single , then we say that is concept pure. That is, whenever and , we have Specifically, we may also say that a neuron to be location pure or type pure . Note that each input has two components. When is a zero vector, the context is a pure bottom-up case (free-viewing mode). Otherwise, it is a top-down context and bottom-up context integration case (goal-directed mode).
The concept-pure case is useful for understanding how the system works, although the exact concept-purity is not guaranteed with a limited-size network.
Theorem 1 (Perfect Motor Output):
Suppose that all neurons that have ever fired are concept-pure and the supervision at motor area is all correct. Suppose also that the network uses top-1 firing rule for and the society language uses a language-specific sub-area in motor for each concept. Then, every winner concept neuron in is correct for the particular concept value of it represents and is concept invariant for all the other concepts learned by the network. Proof: Since every neuron is pure in the combination of concept (e.g., only one pair of location-type), it is impossible for the Hebbian learning to link an impure neuron with a neuron. All the neurons collected by each motor neuron through Hebbian learning are different cases for this particular concept value (e.g., a particular type, but for different locations). Thus, each motor neuron is pure for its concept value (e.g., the type value is "car") and invariant to all other concepts (e.g., location). Mathematically, all neurons form a perfectly fine partition of the space according to concept labels (values), and every neuron perfectly collects all its cases from . Then, all neurons form a perfect super (i.e., coarse) partition of .
The requirement of all concept pure neurons may need unrealistically larger number of neurons. Top-competition with but relatively small can perform interpolation with sparsely populated neurons in the lower dimensional manifold inside the high-dimensional , as reported in [52] , [98] . Recently, Weng 2011 [91] reported that there is a type of generative WWNs that incrementally learn one time frame at a time like the WWNs here but guarantee to give 0% error for all training data observed so far and are optimal, in the sense of maximum likelihood, for all disjoint testing data.
The WWN does not treat features in as a "bag-of-features" used in some other scene classification methods [24] , [73] to reduce the number of training samples, because of the innerproduct-based neuronal response for . The location of each element in a vector affect the outcome of the inner product.
I. A WWN Example
As discussed earlier, a developmental network is not meant for a specific task but instead for incrementally learning skills required for performing a variety of tasks suitable for its age and useful for its target applications. Our current emphasis of experimental studies is on the properties, power and limitation of the theory, method and algorithm. In Section IV, we will discuss a variety of networks. Here, let us see a WWN example so that we can continue our theoretical discussion using this example. More detail of this WWN example will be presented in Section IV
We trained a WWN using images like those in Fig. 4(a) . The object contour is approximated by an octagon by default. The refinement of object contour needs synapse maintenance, discussed elsewhere in [88] , which automatically cuts off synapses that have bad matches since their presynaptic input is from backgrounds. Synapse maintenance was not used in the experiments reported here.
To simulate a shortage of neuronal resource relative to the input variability, we used a small network, five object image patches of a single scale, and many different natural backgrounds. Both the training and testing sets used the same five object image patches, but different background images. As there are only neurons at each location but 5 objects, the WWN is short of resource to memorize all the foreground objects. The area optimally uses the limited resource by implicitly balancing the trade off between type concept representation and location concept representation. Therefore, each neuron must deal with various misalignment between an object and its receptive field, simulating a more realistic resource situation.
We are now ready to see what a trained WWN can do. We will see that WWN does not just do pattern recognition. As outlined in Table I , it does not require the human programmer to model each concept but instead enables unmodeled concepts (e.g., location and type here) to be learned interactively and incrementally as actions; it enables such concepts to serve as goals (supervised or self-generated) but in general serve as attended spatiotemporal equivalent top-down contexts; and it enables such goals to direct perception, recognition and behavior emergence.
J. Free-Viewing Mode
Without top-down inputs from motor areas, the network operates in the free-viewing mode. This mode is also called bottom-up attention [36] , [37] -a salient learned object "pops up" from backgrounds. Within WWN the saliency is learned, supported by the neuro-anatomic studies on cortical connections from which we derived our computational model, although a human newborn has a set of inborn behaviors. For example, a toy is salient to a young boy but not salient to an elderly. The shapes of leaves on a tree is salient to a plant biologist but not so to a young boy. Our prediction that bottom-up saliency is largely learned is also consistent with experience-dependent saliency reported by Lee et al. [46] .
As reported in Fig. 4(b) , the network gave respectable performance after only the first round (epoch) of practice. After 5 epochs of practice, the network reached an average location error around 1.0 pixels and a correct classification rate over 99%. This is the first solution to the joint attention-recognition problem in unknown complex backgrounds with a practical-grade performance in free-viewing mode. The dynamic selective SRF of all motor neurons are essential for the success.
This new capability is potentially applicable to a wide variety of vision problems that currently do not have a general-purpose technical solution, such as autonomously finding objects (e.g., people, cars, man-made structures) from complex backgrounds, and while driving a car autonomously controlling a pan-tilt head through LM signals according to the location of the object of interest found. Fig. 4 (c) will be discussed later. Fig. 4(d) shows the class map from the disjoint testing in the free-viewing mode, which shows that most neurons are almost class-pure, except a few around the decision boundaries. This is because each neuron fires and learns only when a foreground object is present, top winners report excellent matches of a single type. The top-down representational effect discussed below further discounts leaked-in background pixels (due to limited neurons), since the co-firing wiring enables the correct motor neuron to send the correct top-down signal to the correct neuron during training and practice. The LCA optimality [97] contributed to the superior purity of V2 neurons under a limited number of neurons and experience. Fig. 5(e) gives two examples of outputs in the free-viewing mode. This brain-inspired object representation scheme is different from the proposed appearance-kept shift-circuits proposed by Anderson and Van Essen 1987 [3] , implemented by Olshausen, Anderson and Van Essen 1993 [58] and extended by Tsotsos et al. 1995 [86] for an internal master feature map originally schematically proposed by Treisman 1980 [85] . The WWN model does not require the existence of such a holistically object-aware, topography-kept, scale-and location-invariant master map. The first problem with such a master map is the absence of the mechanism that is necessary for the autonomous development of such a holistic master map from experience. The second problem is that it does not reconcile the distributed nature of brain's internal representations emerging from autonomous self-organization using sensory inputs and motor inputs. The third problem is that this master map requires two separate circuits-one for identification of the location and the scale of attended "spot light"; the other for the normalization from this "spot light" into the assumed master map. The fist circuits seems harder, without a general-purpose computational solution so far. The brain-inspired WWN scheme here not only copes with the functions of the above two circuits using the same set of mechanisms, a uniform developmental program of the WWN can develop the entire brain-like circuit.
From the above idea that each brain area serves as a bridge to predict its two banks, the most basic bridge between the sensory port and the motor port is the "skeleton" base. This "skeleton" base for the somatosensory motor system is the spinal cord which is developed earlier in life. The "skeleton" base for visuomotor system seems to be the thalamus, which contains the LGN and the pulvinar. The pulvinar bidirectionally connects with all the areas in the forebrain [58] . The areas in the higher brain, which develop slightly later than the "skeleton" bases but also codevelop with the bases, add "flesh" to the "skeleton" bases to refine the corresponding prediction between the sensory port and the motor port. Namely, brain's internal representation can be regarded as adding more and more areas between any pair of source area and target area . The deep learning scheme proposed by Lee and Mumford 2003 [45] and Hinton et al. 2006 [34] considers the brain circuits as a deep cascade of areas. We have experimentally shown that a cascade of four areas X-Y1-Y2-Z performed worse than one which adds direct connections between Y1 and Z [50] , and also performed worse than three areas X-Y-Z using less resource [88] . Adding more "flesh" areas to the "skeleton" bases is beneficial for improving the prediction between intermediate representations, but they should help the skeleton base, instead of acting alone. The X-Y-Z three-area architecture is functionally sufficient (see Theorem 1 in Weng 2011 [91] ). The dual optimality of LCA [97] further justifies that each area predicts the best based on its limited resource and limited amount of experience.
K. Goal-Directed Perception
It is known [13] , [17] , [41] that visual top-down attention as operational bias has two types, location based and object (or feature) based. As we discussed above, the top-down signal from a motor action can represent any human communicable concepts, the goal-directed recognition scheme below is applicable to general abstract concepts as goals. Internal updates in goal-directed competition
As we explained earlier, the term "goal" is a special case of top-down spatio-temporal context. This process involves not only goal-directed perception, but also goal-directed recognition and goal-directed reasoning in the sense of from abstract concept to another abstract concept. Goal-directed reasoning while examining the bottom-up evidence is also called deliberative reasoning. The first stage is "abstract concept in ". The top-down context is an instance of motor action now, representing a value of a query concept (location or type). It can be either self-generated, externally injected (motor-end supervision or sensory-end communication), or a mix of both. Fig. 5(b) shows that the top-down concept is communicated via the ears (e.g., from a teacher). Recall why visual and auditory pathways share the same action as we discussed earlier. The concept(s) represented by the motor here is general-purpose, as it can be any other human communicable concept (e.g., goal or criteria). The firing TM neuron(s) sends boosting signals to all its SONs in , using the Hextuple representation from TM (SEF). As a special case of this stage is the top-down attention [13] , [17] , [41] -location-based, type-based and more, via motor hubs.
The second stage is "internal updates in " -computation with (abstract) top-down context and (concrete) bottom-up pixels (foreground and background) using the entire network's Hextuple representations (see Fig. 5(c) ). All the above SONs in are boosted, increasing their chance to win. The "originating" motor neurons together with the boosted and now firing neurons conceptually correspond to what is called "motor imagery" [60] during which a human mentally simulates a given action. Further repeated neuronal computation for all neurons in , LM, and TM using their SINs, MINs and LINs results in what conceptually called the "mental imagery" by Shepard & Metzler's [75] where the top-down context corresponds to an imaginary rotation action.
The third stage is "abstract concepts in ." The winners send signals to MONs (e.g., now involving all related motor areas) using the entire network's Hextuple representations. The motor areas (LM and TM) display the result of goal-directed recognition as an instance of the emergent concepts and action (see Fig. 5(d) ) but it can represent an instance of any abstract concept(s) in general. Koch et al. 2009 [64] reported cells that have such multimodal invariance in the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex of the macaque monkey, as those areas are multimodal like TM and LM in Fig. 5 . The WWN model gives a computational explanation for the emergence of such multimodal invariant cells. The hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex has access to effectors for, e.g., navigation.
This autonomous process goes on and on for an open-ended long time. We propose that this process characterizes the most basic mode of brain thinking, as argued by Weng 2011 [90] . The concepts that the network thinks about are emergent, this thinking process is applicable to a wide variety of practical concepts that can emerge. This thinking capability is rooted in experienced associations through the emergent internal Hextuple representation, instead of an externally handcrafted symbolic representation. As we discussed earlier, a statistically consistent sensorimotor association implies a meaning from the physical world. Namely, this is "meanings-from-physics." In particular, it is not based on mathematical logic. A fuller discussion as in Weng 2010 and 2011 [90] , [91] about the completeness of this thinking-and-reasoning process needs the tool of automata and is beyond the spatial scope of this work.
We tested the above learned WWN for goal-directed recognition with two competing objects in each retina image, at four possible quadrants to avoid overlapping. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the success rates are 96% from the type context to reason location and 90% from the location context to reason type.
To allow the network to self-generate its own top-down contexts (i.e., abstract "thoughts") like an autonomously "living" animal, we use its homeostatic mode. The currently two firing motor neurons in LM and TM get suppressed (simulating temporal depletion of synaptic vesicles which package neural transmitters) and relatively other neurons are boosted concurrently (simulating the disappearance of lateral suppression from the previous winner). WWN correctly recognized the "runner-up" object (in LM and TM) under this homeostatic mode with an average success rate 83% [see Fig. 4(c) ].
L. Top-Down Representational Effect
To understand this new subject, we need to see firstly how neurons are distributed in the input space and then how top-down signals sensitize relevant bottom-up components.
First, the earlier expression for neuronal learning can be rewritten as . Thus, the amount of vector change is proportional to the vector difference when . We call it the distance-sensitive property. With this property, we have the square-like tiling theorem:
Theorem 2 (Square-Like Tiling): Suppose that the learning rule in a self-organization scheme has the distance-sensitive property. Then the neurons in the area move toward a uniformly distribution (tiling) in the space of areal input if its probability density is uniform.
Proof: We give a geometric proof. See Fig. 6 . Suppose that the density in is uniform, as otherwise the same proof holds if local area is weighted by probability density. If an input fall into the pink region in Fig. 6(a) , the top winner neuron is its nearest neighbor. The Voronoi region of a point is the region in which every point has the point as the nearest neighbor. Each segment of the Voronoi region is the equal-distance border between the two points (neuronal weight vectors). An elongated Voronoi region means that statistical pullings are not isotropic. , meaning that the average quantization error for relevant is smaller than that for irrelevant .
As explained in the goal-directed recognition in Fig. 6 , the statistical pulling from observed samples move the points toward a distribution in which all Voronoi regions are all isotropic. With a finite number of points, exact isotropy is impossible. In 2-D, squares are sufficiently isotropic and hexagons are slightly more so. In -D, we call such nearly stable tiling square-like tiling. Note that "move toward" does not state how fast. The speed of self-organization depends on the optimality of the step sizes. The temporal optimality of LCA deals with the speed.
Second, as shown in Fig. 7 , learning using top-down inputs sensitizes neurons to action-relevant bottom-up input components (e.g., foreground pixels) and desensitize to irrelevant components (e.g., leaked-in background pixels). This is true during operation, when top-down input is unavailable during free-viewing. This is called the top-down representational effect. We have the top-down effect theorem:
Theorem 3 (Top-Down Effect): Given a fixed number of neurons in a self-organization scheme that satisfies the distance sensitivity property, adding top-down input from motor in addition to bottom-up input enables the quantization errors for action-relevant subspace to be smaller than the action-irrelevant subspace , where . Proof: Given input where and , suppose the nearest matched vector is .
The quantization error , where and . Consider where the quantizer is at the middle of and uniformly distributed in , the quantization error is . For uniform distribution of in , the standard deviation of its quantization error is . For each component and , where and are indicated in Fig. 7(a) . A square-like tiling gives . Therefore with top-down input. Next, consider using the top-down input in learning and define . As is independent of , we have the nonlinear map of in Fig. 7(b) . Let , we have . As is not constant . As illustrated in Fig. 7(c) , one side of a square tile has a squared length and the other side . The square tiling property gives . As , we have . Thus, . The larger the action relevance , the larger the sensitization.
This theorem gives two consequences (due to ). First, action-relevant bottom-up inputs are salient (e.g., toys and other Gestalt effects). Thus, we need to reconsider the conventional thinking that bottom-up saliency is static and probably totally innate. Second, relatively higher variation through a synapse gives information for cellular synaptic pruning in all neurons, to delete their links to irrelevant components.
M. Y Subareas
The internal area may contain multiple subareas. However, the forebrain is not a cascade of Brodmann areas, but a network of many Brodmann areas.
An earlier area (e.g., V2) links with not only the next area (e.g., V3) and previous area (e.g., V1), but also other later areas (e.g., inferior temporal area IT, medial temporal area MT, and the frontal cortex) and other earlier areas (e.g., LGN). This is a connection pattern universally found in the visuomotor pathways as the large tables in the survey of Felleman & Van Essen [25] . This complex connection pattern of the vision system has been puzzling in terms of computational reasons. However, the "bridge-and-banks" theory here explains that any two areas that are statistically correlated considerably should be connected. Therefore, the brain shows the complex connection pattern drawn by Felleman and Van Essen [25] . In particular, the brain is not a cascade of areas. Any two neurons in the brain that are significantly correlated should be connected for better prediction for all "banks."
For example, a motor subarea that reports a feature with a small receptive field (e.g., a short edge) needs to be directly connected bidirectionally with a sensory area where the scale of the receptive fields are roughly correct (e.g., LGN and V1). A motor sub-area that reports an object type (e.g., car) needs to be directly connected bidirectionally with all sensory areas whose receptive fields may contain an object of the type (e.g., V1, V2, V4, and IT). The WWN that deals with multiple object scales is called WWN-5 reported in [78] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we discuss how a general purpose DP model here can be used to develop a variety of networks each having different skills. In the future, a single, large, general-purpose network could learn potentially all such skills. It could continue to learn more complex mental skills through scaffolding-early simpler skills enable autonomous learning for later more complex skills, with or without human interactive supervision. This is largely a theoretical paper. For more detail of each experiments, the reader is suggested to read the paper cited.
A. Multiple Objects in Complex Background
This seems the first time using a general-purpose vision system, without assuming a handcrafted concept about the environment (e.g., object, as the concept of object seems not present at the birth, per Jean Piaget [61] ). This has been made possible by three tightly intertwined novelties: 1) unmodeled concept (taught at motor instead handcrafted into the system); 2) concepts as goals (emergent at the motor end as top-down goals for perception); and 3) goal-directed perception (both bottom-up and top-down are integrated in the internal cognitive matching), as summarized in Table I .
Each input retina image has a foreground image patch of scale 19 19 pasted into a randomly selected background image of scale 38 38. Thus, 75% pixels were from unknown backgrounds when a single foreground image is used. The sizes of the network areas are as follows. Retina area: 38 38; : 20 20; LM: 20 20; TM: 5 1, one for each of the 5 types of object. These numbers correspond to the required motor resolution. PP and IT areas, with the same size as the original , were inserted between the original and LM and between the original and TM, respectively. A slightly better performance was observed without PP and IT, better than Figs. 4(b)-4(c) . However, PP and IT are probably useful for actions with coupled motor neurons-multiple motor neurons fire concurrently. All default inter-area connections are global, two-way, except that only the bottom-up connections exist between retina and , which is 19 19 , the scale of the objects trained and tested. (Variable object scales have been dealt with in WWN-5 [78] , where the area has sub-areas each of which has a different scale for SRFs.) All default connections, serving as early over-connections, are pruned automatically during learning, leading to sparse connections as shown in Fig. 2 .
The training images and testing images used different 38 38 background images randomly extracted from large images available at http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/imageica/. The training set consists of composite images, each consisting of one of the five objects (image patches) pasted at one of 20 20 locations of randomly extracted backgrounds images. This amounts to images. Going through these 2000 images corresponds to one epoch. The training is fully incremental and supervised. Given each pair of input image and supervised motor response, the network updates three times, before the next pair is fed. The test set used the same foreground object image patches but different randomly extracted natural backgrounds.
For the area, bottom-up pre-screening is necessary for practical performance. From each input image, there are many moderate bottom-up matches (e.g., a car detector can get many moderate matches from a bush background). Consequently, a top bottom-up foreground match (e.g., a person match) can lose to an incorrect bottom-up background match (e.g., car match with bush) simply because the top-down bias boosts the latter (e.g., car bias). This is called top-down hallucination. There is also a similar need for prescreening top-down matches if many motors neurons fire concurrently. Prescreening is not a phenomenon of using rigid rules. Instead, it seems the best "guess" for the statistics of bottom-up inputs and top-down inputs so that biological structures are developed to facilitate the quickest estimation of statistics (i.e., using prior distributions in ancestor generations). Interestingly, the cerebral cortex appears to develop highly adaptive six-layer architecture [9] , [19] , [25] to facilitate the quickest estimation of statistics, called pre-screening here, as explained below.
The above match-and-competition mechanisms realize a function:
with input and output . The subscripts denote match and competition layers, respectively, corresponding to specific laminar layers in the cortex. The cortex has six layers, L1 to L6. L1 has mostly axons to serve as information transmission "highway." The bottom-up input is matched in L4, with its competition through lateral inhibition assisted by L6. Thus, the above is replaced by L4 for and L6 for to generate the prescreened bottom-up input:
, meaning that the bottom-up input is prescreened at L4 with matching in L4 and lateral inhibition generated through L6 [9] , [19] , [25] . Likewise, the top-down input is prescreened in L2 whose lateral inhibition is assisted by L5, to generate pre-screened top-down input:
. The integration of and is a neuron-to-neuron integration with a narrow input field (e.g., 1 1) in L2/3. For notational simplicity, we denote the bottom-top integration layer as L3:
. Recently, highly narrow radial cones have been reported in L2/3 [107] , consistent with such small size of input fields. Note that the above functions , and use the same match-and-competition mechanism as above. In the WWN trained and tested, L4 and L2 have a thickness of 3-having three feature detectors at each pixel location. However, there are 5 possible objects to be detected at each pixel location. This situation of limited resource requires a trade-off between type specificity and location specificity among all the L4 neurons. This trade-off is realized optimally through LCA.
The goal-directed recognition tests in Fig. 4 (c) used disjoint backgrounds and the same foreground object image patches. The test data set consists of all combinations of two different objects at two different quadrants.
To test the performance for dealing with larger variability of each object class, we conducted another experiment. We used 25 3-D objects such as different toy cars and animals. Each is placed on a rotary table against a gray background so that the object is roughly centered, simulating the situation where overt attention (e.g., camera pan and tilt) has already brought the object to the center of the field of view. The DP developed WWN to recognize 3-D objects viewed from any of the 360 viewing angles. The area has a single layer without prescreening, as the background is not an issue in this experiment. The number of neurons (20 20) is limited: If each neuron is considered a quantizer of all the viewing angles, on average 90 of object viewing angle variation has only four neurons to quantize. With such a limited network size, the network still reached a classification rate of 96.9% (without using temporal context). When the size of area was increased to 30 30 and 40 40, the 3-D recognition rate reached 99.2% and 99.67%, respectively.
The remainder of this section serves as a summary of other related experimental results to additionally support the richness of the brain-inspired spatial processing presented here. This paper is not the primary publication venue for the experimental results below. Citations are provided for readers who are interested in more detail.
As the theory predicted, the shape of the foreground object contour does not have to be square. For example, WWN-2 [38] WWN-3 [51] used an octagon as the default shape of the bottom-up receptive field. Hebbian learning further weaken connections that do not correlate with the post-synaptic firing because it is from the background. WWN-2 [38] has dealt with a single object in complex backgrounds and WWN-3 [51] has coped with multiple objects in complex backgrounds. reported that direct connections between earlier sensory areas and motor areas gave better results (i.e., shallow connections, instead of a cascade of areas). WWN-5 [78] handles different object scales. To more accurately remove background pixels from each neuron that detects an arbitrarily shaped object, synapse maintenance has been incorporated into the WWN [88] .
In addition to type-based object detection, location-based object recognition, and free-viewing object attention [51] , the DN has also been experimentally tested on stereo [77] where the motor output corresponds to stereo disparities, natural language processing using inputs from the Wall Street Journal [102] , and "thinking-like" transfer learning [56] .
The richness of the tasks that a DN can perform depends on the sensors, the effectors, the computational resources, and the learning experience.
B. 25 3-D Objects With 360 of Viewing Variation
In Luciw and Weng [52] , this theory was tested for the MSU-25 Data Set-25 3-D real objects taken from any of the 360 viewing angles. Each object was roughly centered in the image, on a rotary base. Thus, only TM is used but not LM. The image frames not used for training was used for testing (disjoint test). A limited size network after 5 epochs of training reached a 96% recognition rate if each image was fed into the network individually-one shot recognition. However, if the test images were treated as video through time and the motor output is allowed to have multiple firing neurons to keep the confidence of past recognition, the recognition rate further increased to about 100%. This is an example of goal-directed perceptual reasoning, using the confidence of past recognition as a dynamically changing goal emerging from the TM area.
C. Outdoor Vehicles and Nonvehicles
This theory was also tested by Luciw and Weng [52] for a data set from the video sequences taken from a driving car in various driving and lighting conditions (e.g., under an overpass). It contains 225 vehicle images and 225 nonvehicle images, each sized 32 32. The network was trained to distinguish vehicles from nonvehicles. When 25% of the data was used for training, the network reached around 95% correct recognition rate. When the images are treated as video and the network uses the last motor output as "goals," the network performed "goal-directed perception" and reached a recognition rate of above 99%.
D. Stereo Perception Without Explicit Stereo Matching
The theory here has also been tested by Solgi and Weng [77] in a very different setting-stereo without performing explicit stereo matching. We believe that without explicit stereo matching is the way the brain deals with binocular vision. Each input to the network consists of two image rows of 20-pixel long each, one from the simulated left eye and one from the right, taken randomly from many natural images. The left and right image (rows) are relatively shifted by a stereo disparity from 8 to 8, which means that both two images have unknown nonoverlapping part, depending on the underlying stereo disparity. In this experiment, LM is used but not TM. LM is trained to produce the underlying stereo disparities. All the tests are disjoint, from different source images. Without using top-down "goal," the network reached an average error around 1.6 pixels. Using motor top-down "goal" enabled the network to reach a subpixel average accuracy-about 0.6 pixels.
E. Natural Languages With Each Word as an Image
If the network is fed with an image at a time, where the image corresponds to a snapshot of a word, the network can be taught to produce the context state (e.g., parallel meanings as concepts) at the motor end, in a sense similar to the state of a Finite Automaton (FA). However, FA cannot generalize. The theory here has been tested for natural language processing using corpora from the Wall Street Journal as reported in Weng et al. 2009 [102] and early language acquisition and generalization (e.g., subclass-to-class generalization, subclass-to-subclass generalization) as reported in Miyan and Weng 2010 [56] .
V. PRIOR MODELS
Existing models fall into two large categories, symbolic and emergent. A symbolic model requires the human programmer to provide a set of symbolic concepts about the extra-body environment, e.g., objects to be dealt with, a model of every object (e.g., parts and the relations among parts). In contrast, an emergent model does not require such a set of symbolic concepts. It uses numeric rules to enable internal representations to emerge from the sensory sources and the motor sources. Since no static symbolic set is sufficient for an open array of unknown tasks, it seems that only an emergent model is potentially task-nonspecific.
Weng 2012 [92] argued that the term "connectionist" is misleading and does not well characterize the more restrictive emergent property of brain-like representations and suggested the term "emergent representation" for brain-like representations.
A. Symbolic
Many computer vision methods [1] , [20] , [87] , [106] , and robotic methods that simulate child learning (e.g., see the symbolic methods reviewed in [6] ) use symbolic representations, based on a monolithic 3-D model or a monolithic 2-D appearance model. Much of the intelligence of such models is from the human programmer, instead of the machine, since it is the human who understands each machine task and translates his understanding to the task-specific design. The machine that runs the programmer's program does not understand the handcrafted symbolic model, since the reasons for the symbolic design are in the mind of the human designer, but not understood by the machine. The machine is not able to learn new concepts beyond a finite number of combinations of hand-selected symbolic concepts. As we discussed earlier, there is an exponential number of sensory states that need to be distinguished in a real world environment, but only a moderate number of symbols that a human can handcraft and program. This seems to be the major reason that a symbolic model is brittle in the real world.
B. Emergent
Cresceptron by Weng et al. 1992 [93] , [94] appears to be the first published visual learning self-organizing network for recognizing and segment general objects from natural backgrounds. The open problems that Cresceptron left to us include optimal use of a limited number of neurons, optimal use of learning experience, how to learn multiple concepts concurrently without handcrafting any concept (e.g., not just design a network for the type concept but use convolution to forget location), top-down attention, goal emergence, and goal directed perception. The theoretical work here addresses this array of problems using a cortex-inspired and high integrated architecture and representation, with a discussion of a series of experimental results.
There have been several versions of networks that use error back-propagation [22] , [44] , [103] , [104] . We do not think that the brain uses error back-propagation since there seems no such biological evidence and further motor errors are not available during autonomous practice and self-learning through exploration. All error back-propagation networks, including the versions that freeze part of the network [22] , do not have an effective method to dynamically distinguish working memory from long-term memory while dynamically maintaining a bounded amount of memory resource as LCA does without "running out of memory".
Olshaushen and Field [59] published an interesting computational work. They started from an objective function (cost function) to minimize the image reconstruction error from a set of (synaptic) weight vectors while encouraging fewer weight vectors to contribute to the reconstruction of each image. They used the learning rule derived from the objective function to determine the weight vectors using many natural images. Interestingly, their resulting weight vectors look spatially local and oriented [59, Fig. 4(a) ], like many local edge detectors.
Our model supports the sparse coding idea of Olshaushen and Field [59] -each cortical area has few neurons to fire. But our model is different in a number of important aspects. Brain's sparse internal coding is not just a style of over-complete representation as some researchers suggested, but more importantly, it affords the need for competition so that only the best matched neurons are allowed to fire and update, to avoid erasing long term memory. Instead of starting from a hypothetical objective function, our model starts from the cortical connection patterns experimentally observed in many physiological studies, as surveyed and summarized by Felleman and Van Essen [25] . The learning equation in our model is consistent with the experimentally observed spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [7] , [15] , different from the learning equation of Olshaushen and Field [59] which requires hypothetically reconstructed images.
It seems reasonable to expect that evolutionary pressure on the brain is about the behaviors from the brain, not directly for reconstructing images. Our model does not consider sparse coding as an objective but rather a result from the existence of lateral inhibitory connections (simulated by top-k competition) widely found in the cortex. The competition enables most neurons to be stable (not firing and updating) at any time to keep their weights as long-term memory, as explained in Section II-K. The most fundamental point of our model, different from Olshaushen and Field's work is that each brain area uses not only bottom-up input, but top-down input conjunctively for behavior generation (not really for image reconstruction).
Tenenbaum et al. [84] published a technique, called Isomap, inspired by the need for the brain to reduce the dimension (e.g., the number of optical nerves from the retina) of sensory inputs. Their idea is to find a lower dimensional space in which the geodesic distance between sensory data points in the original space is maintained in the lower dimensional space. They assume that the sensory data points lie in a single continuous lower dimensional nonlinear manifold (e.g., on the surface of a Swiss roll). In contrast, each motor neuron in the WWN here automatically "finds," using simple Hebbian learning, a complex manifold of neurons in the internal space which is not necessarily connected as Isomap requires. Nor does WWN spend expensive computation to compute the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and geodesic distance that Isomap requires.
Locally linear embedding (LLE) by Roweis and Saul [70] is similar to Isomap in terms of motivation, but uses a discrete derivation which leads to a computational procedure similar to the Isomap in principle, also computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a monolithic data matrix, which does not use motor information. In contrast, the computation of WWN is incremental, in-place, and discriminative by using motor information, in addition to the advantages in the above comparison with Isomap.
The reduction of sensory dimension is necessary. Isomap and LLE are two well known methods that maintain within-manifold distance. Our model also reduces the sensory dimension, but it differs from Isomap and LLE in a number of ways. The goal of Isomap and LLE is to represent the sensory space. Our model finds an optimal bridge representation for both bottom and top spaces, i.e., , for the goal to generate desired behaviors, not primarily for representing the sensory space. Isomap and LLE use eigenvectors to represent features, which do not give sparse coding.
The Deep Belief Networks (DBN) of LeCun et al. 1998 [44] , Mumford 2003 [45] , Hinton et al. 2006 [34] , use a cascade of areas. They have not been shown to detect objects from complex backgrounds. As discussed above, WWN does not use a cascade of areas.
Isomap, LLE, the Olshaushen-Field features, and DBN are all unsupervised, with a primary goal of learning internal presentation that can reconstruct input image well. The primary goal of our brain-inspired model is to generate behaviors. The new WWN uses supervised leaning and self-learning (learn through self-practice and exploration as it generates its own goals).
In terms of image input, the representation schemes of the Olshaushen-Field features, Isomap, LLE, and DBN all use global receptive field (entire retina) for every feature neuron. A few other recurrent networks [68] , [76] and the ancestor of WWN, the recurrent Multilayer In-place Learning Networks (MILN) [98] , [99] also used global receptive field. Our model here is different, as WWN uses a local receptive field for each neuron, so that each individual object in a complex background is reported individually by the best matched neuron among those who have roughly the correct receptive field. The automatic top-down wiring is critical for a goal in to perform goal-directed perception inside the network in the presence of multiple objects.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The theory, model, and algorithm presented in this paper show that if the brain is properly trained, a subpart in the sensory end (e.g., an object view regardless of the background) and/or a subpart in the motor end (e.g., a particular type goal or location goal) is sufficient to regulate the competition in brain which allows the best matched neuron for and to fire. In the next network update, this firing neuron, as the pre-synaptic firing, predicts the firing for all the postsynaptic neurons in as the corresponding action in (also predicts the firing in if computes like ).
In cognitive science and AI, symbolic (abstract), connectionist (concrete), and behaviorist (acting) directions have their strengths, although they collectively are not sufficient to close the gap. It has been established [90] that given any FA, a DN can learn such an FA incrementally through interactions by representing the state as its motor output. An FA is symbolic, handcrafted and static once designed without any internal representation. In contrast, the DN is incrementally taught and can autonomously practice and thus self-learn by autonomously self-organizing its internal representations. With the DN theory here and FA as a special case, we propose that the age where connectionist models categorically cannot perform goal-directed reasoning (including perception, recognition and search) is over. Much exciting future lies ahead. For example, it will be interesting to see how the model scales up like the cerebral cortex.
Biologically, the work here predicts: Each neuron is not pure linguistically in any human language due to its six diverse sources of input. This is in contrast with all symbolic models and symbolic-emergent hybrid models, which impose rigid walls in the system between different linguistically expressed meanings (symbols). Likewise, the function of any brain area cannot be stated precisely using any concept of the extra-body environment. This is in contrast with a common practice that states that a brain area does X (e.g., detecting oriented edges-an extra-body concept). Any human communicable concept may be supervised at a corresponding motor area (e.g., verbal teaching), since it is a port where external teachers can sense, influence, and calibrate.
Genetically, cellular mechanisms (e.g., the Hebbian mechanism and the cellular scheduling of plasticity) seem sufficient, in principle, to wire up through experience a sophisticated "brain" that demonstrates abstract behaviors from concrete receptors and muxels. Not being a holistically aware central controller, the DP of DN is sufficient to regulate the hextuple network representations that enable goal-directed attention, goal-perception and goal-recognition from pixels.
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